Abstract. A Pontryagin duality for topological modules over any locally compact ring is described, using the Pontryagin dual of the ring as character module.
9. Proposition. Every neighbourhood of the identity in a compact R-module M contains a closed module N such that M/N is isomorphic to a compact subgroup of a finite product of copies of the dual R.
Proof. If F is a neighbourhood of the identity in M, by duality V contains some U(F, W), where F is a finite subset with n elements of the discrete module M, and W G T is open. If P is the submodule generated by F, there is a continuous map <b: R" -+ P. Taking N = P± G V, we have M/N^ pX (P)s(P) [2,23.18 ].
Since <f> is surjective and P is compact, <£ is an isomorphism into. □ A module is profinite if it is a projective limit of finite modules.
10. Proposition. A left module over a compact ring is profinite if and only if it is compact.
Proof. Profinite modules are compact, as closed submodules of products of finite modules.
If M is a compact module over compact R, the discrete module M is the colimit (direct limit) of its finitely generated submodules, all of which are finite (they are discrete and compact). Since the dual functor is selfadjoint on the right, it takes colimits to limits, so that Af is a (projective) limit of finite modules, since the dual of a finite module is finite.
